Annual Parish Compliance Report
To be submitted to the Diocesan Hierarch at the end of each calendar year

From: ________________________________________________________, Rector

Parish: _________________________________________________

Diocese: _________________________________________________

To:  ________________________________________________________

Diocesan Hierarch

Date:  __________________________

This report documents our parish’s compliance with the “Policies, Standards and Procedures of the Orthodox Church in America on Sexual Misconduct” (“PSP”), as adopted by the Holy Synod of Bishops at the Fall 2014 meeting.

1. Has Parish documented adoption of PSP by each parish council in council minutes? [Reference PSP 4.02b]  Yes ____ No ____  Date of Minutes________

Comments: ________________________________________________________________________

2. Has Parish implemented a screening program for laypersons having more than incidental contact with minors? [Reference PSP 11.02]  Yes ____ No ____

Comments: ________________________________________________________________________

3. Have applications, criminal background checks and training of subject laypersons all been implemented according to PSP? [Reference PSP 11.03] Yes ____ No ____

Comments: ________________________________________________________________________

4. Has written documentation been made of all verifications of applications? [Reference PSP 11.04b]  Yes ____ No ____

Comments: ________________________________________________________________________

5. Is Parish in compliance with general Supervision and Two-Adult policy and has adopted and implemented a written parish-sponsored youth event transportation policy? [Reference PSP 13.01-13.05]  Yes ____ No ____

Comments: ________________________________________________________________________

6. Has each person subject to PSP 11.02 and each parish council member been given a copy of the PSP, read it and certified in written form their commitment to comply with the PSP, such certification being kept in parish files [Reference PSP14.02]  Yes ____ No ____

Comments: ________________________________________________________________________

Respectfully submitted,

___________________________________
Parish Rector